
AGES AND STAGES:  
CHALLENGES AND FUN FOR ALL 

 Introduction 

A. Tennis participation grew 22% in 2020.  3 Million new players were attracted to the 

game.  Our challenge is how to keep these new players engaged and continue to grow 

the game in 2021 and beyond.   

B. Without challenge there is no growth.  Within every tennis player there is a better one.  

How do we bring out the best in our players, whatever age and stage they are, and keep 

it fun at the same time? 

            Presentations 

A.  Sarah Neale, Junior Director at Midtown Athletic Club, working with 2 Red Dot players, 

a brother and sister combination Gia (5) and Genoa (7). 

1. First drill is Ball Recognition- reading the ball and calling BACK, HOLD, or UP based 

on the bounce point of the ball.   

2. Second drill is to go from cooperative to competitive when either player calls the UP 

ball. 

B. Cindy Nevenhoven, Developmental Director, is working with 2 Green Dot players, 10 

year olds Atticus and James. 

1. Coach Cindy’s challenge to the boys is the 4 Ball Drill.  Serve plus 1 and Return plus 

1.  All shots need to go crosscourt is the only parameter.  This drill can also go from 

cooperative to competitive.  You could also keep score against another court. 

C. Danielle Wolf , High Performance Coordinator, is working with competitive Junior 

players Lucie (17) and Helena (16), who both have aspirations to play college tennis. 

1. 10 Best Balls.  One player plays from a corner and the other player plays the whole 

court.  The player playing the whole court must make 10 quality balls in a row.  

Players then reverse roles.   

2. Wide Ball.  Put a pile of 4 balls 3 feet from the baseline and the sideline in all 4 

corners.   Players play out points, if they miss wide it is -3, if they happen to hit the 

pile of balls it is +3.  This drill teaches you to play with good margin for error.  The 

net error is the first error to eliminate and the wide mistake is the second error to 

eliminate.     

D. Mike Insko, Manager of Racket Sports, is working with a competitive senior player Bill, 

who still strives to get better every time he goes on court.   
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1. Bill is working on tactics, court positioning and shot selection.  In the first drill, he is 

working on his recovery and timing his split step, so he can make a good first step to 

the ball and make an aggressive shot. 

2. In the second drill, Coach Mike is working with Bill on creating more options from 

different parts of the court, so he is not so predictable.   

         

Closing remarks   

1. No matter what age or stage your students are at in their tennis journey challenge them 

every time they step on the court to be their best self.  Challenge them and keep it fun at 

the same time.   

2. Remember our basic theme:  Within every tennis player is a better one!!!  Enjoy your 

tennis journey!!!  

  

Question and Answers 
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